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THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE
TO PODCASTS
FEATURING ROMESH RANGANATHAN,
LOUIS THEROUX, DR SUZI GAGE AND ALL YOUR
PODCAST TIPS, REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The new podcast from First Dates’ Fred Sirieix
featuring Gordon Ramsay, Keith Lemon,
Shirley Ballas, Sadie Frost,
Russell Kane and more ..
.. Oh là là!
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WELCOME TO ISSUE #006 //

NOTE FROM
THE EDITORS
Welcome to issue number #006 of Pod Bible
magazine - the final issue of 2019 and the
final issue of our first year! Back in November
2018 we came up with the idea of putting
together a magazine to recommend and
review podcasts and, alongside Scroobius
Pip, we went for it. We were delighted to get
both Spotify and Acast on board as partners
so early and have been blown away with
the reaction to all we've done so far. Along
with the magazine we also launched the Pod
Bible Podcast and put on live shows at the
London Podcast Festival. We've had brilliant
cover stars from Adam Buxton to Chris & Rosie
Ramsey to this issue's main guest Romesh
Ranganathan.

Of course none of this would have been
possible without the support of you, the
readers. Whether you have the full set of
magazines so far or this is the first one you've
come across, thank you for reading and for
supporting Pod Bible as a whole. The podcast
industry has grown yet again in 2019 but there
is so much room to get more people listening
and for more wonderful podcasts to gain the
exposure they deserve.
Onto this issue and alongside the
aforementioned Romesh Ranganathan we're
also delighted to have Dr Suzi Gage as our
Podcast Disciple for this issue while musician
Get Cape. Wear Cape. Fly has recommended
his top 5 favourite podcasts in the For The
Love Of Pod section. Buddy Peace discusses
what he's learned since starting his podcast
and we've got the usual recommendations
and reviews of pods we think you'll love.
If you have a show you'd like to recommend
or have any other queries then please get in
touch on email or social media.

In 2020 we'll be back with another 6 issues
of the magazine but we're also planning on
taking things to the next level by distributing
the magazine farer and wider than ever
before. We have a load of brilliant guests
already lined up for the podcast as well as
a fair few other ideas that we'll keep up out
sleeves for now.
02 //

info@podbiblemag.com // @podbible
Until we're back with issue #007 in February,
thank you for your support and as always,
keep spreading the word of pod!
STU WHIFFEN // ADAM RICHARDSON
Pod Bible Editors - @stuwhiffen // @mynameisad
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WHAT’S A PODCAST
AND HOW DO I LISTEN?
WHAT’S A PODCAST?
A podcast is a digital audio file made available
on the internet for downloading or streaming
to a computer or alternative device. To be a
little less clinical, it’s a radio show that you can
listen to wherever and whenever you choose
without being interupted by weather bulletins
or travel updates.
Right now there are over 525,000 different
podcasts available to listen to, ranging
from highly produced shows recorded in
professional studios by major broadcasters to
rough and ready homemade shows recorded
on a laptop in someones bedroom. If you have
a computer and an internet connection, you
can make a podcast, making it one of the most
democratic mediums around.
HOW MUCH DO I HAVE TO PAY?
Nothing! They’re absolutely free which makes
them one of the most accessable forms of
entertainment around. Many of the larger
podcasts will feature adverts and some offer
access to extra content for a small fee but 99%
of podcasts are available for you to listen to on
demand for nothing at all.
There are literally millions of hours of top quality
content out there for you to explore - so what's
stopping you?!

HOW DO I LISTEN TO ONE?
The Spotify and Acast apps are available on
all smart phones and cover a wide variety of
podcasts. If you're an iPhone user then the
Apple Podcasts app should already be on
your phone. The same applies for the Google
Podcasts app on Android phones. Within
these apps you can search for and subscribe
to shows so that the latest episodes will be
downloaded to your phone without you having
to seek them out.
The Spotify app also allows you to scan codes
(available across this magazine) which take you
directly to the relevant podcast.
If you're on a desktop computer then the
Spotify application is very easy to use and also
available in your browser. Alternatively you can
use iTunes or go direct to the website of the
podcast you want to listen to.
// 03

Gospel
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO... ROMESH RANGANATHAN //

“I GOT WAY TOO
HAMMERED AND
SAID SOME SH*T I
REALLY REGRET”
HE MAY BE ONE OF THE BUSIEST MEN IN SHOW BUSINESS
BUT THAT DIDN'T STOP ROMESH RANGANATHAN FROM
STARTING A PODCAST ABOUT ONE OF HIS BIGGEST
PASSIONS IN LIFE - HIP HOP. WE CAUGHT UP WITH ROMESH
IN BETWEEN SHOWS TO DISCUSS ALL THINGS POD.
PB: IF YOU COULD GO BACK TO
JUST BEFORE YOU RECORDED
YOUR FIRST EPISODE AND GIVE
YOURSELF ONE PIECE OF ADVICE,
WHAT WOULD IT BE?
RR: Whatever opinion you express on an
episode, people will hold you to that forever,
and in years to come you will be challenged
on something you said in a throwaway
moment in a garage.
WHAT IS IT ABOUT PODCASTS THAT
APPEAL TO YOU?

You’re not trying to appeal to anyone, it can be
niche and specialist, and you don't really have
to make any concessions at all to the audience
04 //

or a network or anything - which means that
the content is raw and exactly what the hosts
and producers want to deliver, for better or
worse. We’re seeing many podcasts now that
are network backed or come form official
channels, but even they seem to not impose
too much editorial constraint on the podcasters
which I think can only be a good thing.
On HIP HOP SAVED
MY LIFE Romesh
Ranganathan talks to
comedians, presenters
and music industry
legends about their
love for Hip Hop and
what it means to them.
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WHAT MAKES A GREAT PODCAST GUEST?

Somebody who is willing to be open and
honest - that’s it really. you can feel when they
are restricted in what they want to say. We
have guests from hip hop, comedy, presenters
etc, and the best ones are the ones who just
say what they think and are happy to talk about
anything. We are not trying to trip anyone up.
Sometimes people feel like they’re going to
get found out about their lack of in depth
knowledge but we don’t care about that.

“YOU’RE NOT TRYING TO
APPEAL TO ANYONE, IT CAN
BE NICHE AND SPECIALIST,
AND YOU DON'T REALLY
HAVE TO MAKE ANY
CONCESSIONS AT ALL”
WHAT MAKES A GREAT PODCAST HOST?

I think that a great podcast host is willing
to cater the episode to their guest. If it’s a
funny guest, then let’s be funny, if the guest
is serious then just roll with that. I don’t think
you should force it. But all of that is flannel
compared to the requirement to really be in
the conversation. I know hosts have questions
they want to ask but the best hosts engage
with the conversation and are happy to go with
it rather than waiting for the pause to ask their
next scripted question. This coming from a guy
who has a set of six questions he always asks.
WHAT'S BEEN YOUR WORST
PODCAST MOMENT?

I did one of the Distraction Pieces Drunkasts
with Scroobius Pip, Brett Goldstein and the

guys from Hardcore Listing (ep #130). I got
way too hammered and said some shit I really
regret. I was a real twat on that. The worst
moment for me was when Pip revealed to
me that it’s not edited. He said it live on the
podcast so that went in too. I was smashed
but knew enough to know that was bad news.
WHAT'S YOUR PODCAST PET PEEVE?

I find it annoying when you’re drunk on a
podcast and they only tell you it’s not being
edited when you’re on it and smashed.
IS THERE ANYTHING YOU FOUND
ANNOYING AS A PODCAST LISTENER…
BUT THEN UNDERSTOOD WHEN YOU
STARTED MAKING YOUR OWN?

I used to find advertising annoying, but then I
realised that has to happen as you’re not being
// 05

paid to deliver content and the advertising
actually helps you keep making quality
content. We make advertising revenue on our
podcast and almost all of it goes back into the
pod, though listening I’d imagine you’d be
hard pressed to figure out how.
WHICH ONE PODCAST EPISODE
OF YOUR OWN MEANS THE MOST
TO YOU?
I think when we had Afrika Baby Bam from the
Jungle Brothers on the podcast was when I
first realised that this thing that started off as a
hobby had somehow enabled me to be in the
same room as legends who had shaped my

06 //

life, and people who I admire so much. That
felt really amazing to me.
WHICH ONE PODCAST EPISODE
(NOT OF YOUR OWN) MEANS THE
MOST TO YOU?
Adam Buxton is one of my favourite people
in the world, so to be able to go and do
his podcast and have a relaxed chat with
someone who I admire so much was a really
wonderful experience.
@romeshranga // @HHSMLpodcast

MUSIC. BOOKS. CLOTHING. STUFF.
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NewTestament
THE NEW TESTAMENT //

EPISODE HIGHLIGHTS
FROM THE LAST
12 MONTHS
DEAR JOAN & JERICHA

Comedy

S2 Ep Two // Oct 2019
Judgemental, unhelpful and very, very naughty. Not the kind of advice you'd
usually look for from an agony aunt but Joan & Jericha aren't your usual
agony aunts. Thankfully they're characters created by the wonderful Julia
Davis and Vicki Pepperdine and listening to them dispense advice to their
listeners is a joy to behold. Episode two of their triumphant second series
is full of lines that will have you in stitches from unsavoury activity in a Cafe
Rouge toilet to the suggestion of 'dirty trumpeteers' to spice up a birthday.

HAPPY MUM HAPPY BABY

Parenting & Family

Chris & Rosie Ramsey // May 2019
In the Happy Mum, Happy Baby Podcast, Giovanna Fletcher hosts a series of
eye opening, funny and thoughtful conversations with high-profile parents
to discuss all aspects of parenthood - the highs, the lows, the challenges
and rewards. This episode with Chris & Rosie Ramsey (cover stars of Pod
Bible issue #004!) stands out not only because of the couple's humour but
also their honesty when discussing subjects including breastfeeding and
how they coped with a miscarriage before the birth of their son, Robin.

DESERT ISLAND DISCS

		

Music

Thom Yorke // Sep 2019
Fans of Radiohead will know that Thom Yorke doesn't do many interviews.
Often thought of as a withdrawn and socially awkward character, his
appearance on Desert Island Discs revealed a relaxed and cheerful side
that has rarely been on show before. The subject matter helps of course
with Thom speaking articulately about the music he loves. With tales from
the early years of Radiohead mixed alongside more personal revalations,
Lauren Laverne assists Thom in creating a real gem of an interview.
08 //
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2 QUEENS IN A POD

		

Fashion & Beauty

5 // Beychella and Being Maternal // Apr 2019
While mainly focusing on navigating the latest trends in fashion and beauty, 2
Queens In A Pod hosts Leah and Iman aren't afraid to stray into pop culture,
dating and every day millenial issues. In their fifth episode, from April this
year, the pair discuss Beyonce's much lauded performance at Coachella,
their feelings on FUPA's (all is explained!) and being maternal. Add to this
their usual deep dive into the beauty products they're currently rating and
you've got a prime example of why this pod continues to grow in popularity.

INTRIGUE: TUNNEL 29

History / Documentary

Ep 1 // The Escape // Oct 2019
Tunnel 29 is the third series from Intrigue, a BBC Radio 4 podcast that
aims to pull back the curtain on the way the world works. Focusing on
the extraoridnary true story of a man who dug an escape tunnel under the
Berlin Wall, this 10 part series has received plenty of plaudits and rightly
so. The high level production values and engrossing narration from Helena
Marriman keep you gripped from the off, with episode 1 setting the tone
wonderfully and leaving you wanting more.

THE JOE ROGAN EXPERIENCE

Long Form Interview

#1330 // Bernie Sanders // Aug 2019
When you're a podcaster as popular and as prolific as Joe Rogan there's a
decent chance you're going to feature regularly in Pod Bible and yep, you
guessed it, Joe is back again with another stand out episode. Back in August
Joe provided a platform for Bernie Sanders to have the kind of conversation
that so many standard interviews don't allow for. Instead of trying to coax out
soundbites from Bernie, Joe gives him the space to speak at length about
the issues that matter to him in his bid to become the next President.

GOSSIPMONGERS

		

Comedy

Series 2 - Episode 2 // Joe Lycett // Oct 2019
If, like most people, you're a fan of a juicy bit of gossip then Gossipmongers is
the podcast for you. David Earl, Joe Wilkinson and Poppy Hilstead take turns
to read listener submitted stories that will have you howling with laughter
and shaking your head with disbelief. This episode stands out as one of the
best, mainly due to a tale referred to simply as 'Space Worm'. Revealing any
more would only spoil the joy but if you're in the mood for laughter then we
implore you to listen now. (Warning! Not for the faint hearted!)
// 09

Acast
THE 10 COMMANDMENTS //
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

PODCASTS FOR A
NEW YOU IN THE
NEW YEAR
EACH ISSUE ACAST’S SOPHIE HERDMAN
DELIVERS HER TEN COMMANDMENTS - THE
SHOWS YOU SHOULD BE LISTENING TO RIGHT
NOW, WITH A DIFFERENT THEME EACH TIME.
THIS MONTH, SHE’S LOOKING AT PODCASTS TO
IMPROVE YOUR LIFESTYLE.
“The New Year is almost upon us, so it’s the perfect opportunity to make
the changes you’ve been promising yourself you would for the past
weeks...months...years! Luckily, podcasts are an efficient way to introduce
good habits into your life, whether it’s a healthier lifestyle, keeping up to
date on current affairs or learning how to manage your money.”

10 //

DELICIOUSLY
ELLA

FT MONEY
SHOW

It’s easy to be overwhelmed by conflicting
advice about health and wellbeing. That’s why
Deliciously Ella’s approach to exploring ways
to live a healthy life is such a joy to listen to.
Each week Ella and her husband, Matthew
Mills, interview an expert to bring you a little
inspiration; from gut health to mental health,
what happens to our brains when we exercise,
and, most importantly,
finding happiness.

Taking control of your finances will be high
up on the resolution list for many people,
and there’s no better podcast to deliver
engaging insights into your personal
finance than FT’s Money Show. Claer
Barrett, along with her team and leading
industry commentators, dissect the week’s
news and discuss how it will affect you and
your pocket.
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THE SCORE: BANK
ROBBER DIARIES

CAREER
DECISIONS

If one of your new year goals is to take
some time to thoroughly switch off from
everyday life, this brilliant story is a great
place to start.. You’ll get an all-access
pass into the mind of Joe Loya, one of
Southern California’s most prolific bank
robbers. Explore his past as he goes from
abused child to violent criminal, and finally
his redemption and
Hollywood career.

The holidays tend to be a time for navelgazing and re-evaluating career paths, so if
you’re weighing up your options, this debut
podcast from the GQ UK team may be just the
thing to give you that little push. Stellar guests
such as Adwoa Aboah and Victoria Pendleton
take you through the biggest events of their
careers, including the decisions they’ve
made and the lessons
they’ve learned.

RUNNER'S WORLD
UK PODCAST

NO REALLY,
I'M FINE

If your New Year’s resolution is to hit the
ground running — literally — then check out
the perfect podcast to immerse yourself in
your new fitness regime. Every week expect
a dose of all things running, informative and
entertaining interviews, news, advice, indepth discussion and much, much more.

It shouldn’t take a New Year to start taking care
of your mental health, but if that’s your New
Year’s Resolution, this podcast is a great place
to start. The show sheds light on people’s
daily struggles with mental health, and lets the
listener know they’re not alone. Journalists
Gemma Sherlock, Kate Lally and Michael
Pearson host, guiding you through a variety of
topics on mental health
and wellbeing.

FEEL BETTER,
LIVE MORE

DAN SNOW'S
HISTORY HIT

Dr Rangan Chatterjee — one of the
most influential GPs in the country and
star of the BBC’s Doctor In the House —
provides invaluable wellness guidance.
Each episode features stories from health
experts as well as health life-hacks and
debunking of common health myths —
giving you the tools to revolutionise how
you eat, sleep, move
and relax.

Stephen Fry once said, “how can we
understand our present or glimpse our future
if we cannot understand our past?” This pod
is a good place to start. Featuring reports
from around the world and interviews with
historians, Dan Snow explores the stories
behind today's headlines — giving you
the context to understand what’s going on
today, and what might
happen next.
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HAPPY MUM
HAPPY BABY

FOOTBALL
RAMBLE DAILY

If the pitter-patter of tiny feet is going to
soundtrack your 2020, I can’t recommend
enough Giovanna Fletcher’s parenthood
podcast. In a series of frank but warm chats with
high-profile mums and dads, Gi investigates all
aspects of parenting. Each episode is deeply
personal and relatable, covering everything
from pregnancy to raising teenagers, and lesstalked-about topics like
miscarriage and IVF.

If you want to seriously upgrade your
football chat in the pub, look no further
than the Football Ramble Daily. Every day
your feed will be filled with irreverent takes
on football, as well as analysis to please
the discerning fan who enjoys the more
entertaining side of the world’s favourite
sport.

ACAST IS THE HOME OF THE WORLD’S BEST PODCASTS.
FIND WHAT SPEAKS TO YOU AT ACAST.COM.

1/2 PAGE AD
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OldTestament
THE OLD TESTAMENT //

CLASSIC EPISODES FROM
THE PODCAST ARCHIVES
CINEMILE

		

		

Film

Episode 2 // Captain America: Civil War // May 2016
On the award winning Cinemile podcast, husband and wife Dave & Kathy
go to the cinema to see a film then discuss it on their walk home. They
cover many genres but a thread that has run through the show has been
Superhero movies. More specifically Dave's love of them and Kathy's
disinterest. Episode 2 focuses on Captain America: Civil War and is very
much the origin story of Kathy's annoynace. Will she eventually become a
fan? You'll have to listen to more episodes to find out!

REPLY ALL

		

Technology

#82 // Hello? // Nov 2016
Focusing on the human side of stories relating to technology, Reply All have
been putting together memorable episodes since 2014. In Hello? hosts PJ
Vogt and Alex Goldman stage a 48-hour phone-in where listeners can call
at any time day or night to discuss anything they want. The fun idea slowly
morphs into something much more arduous as the reality of the challenge
sets in. Calls range from silly and throwaway to heartbreaking and poignant,
resulting in a fascinating study into the complexities of human connection.

ALEX HORNE BREAKS THE NEWS

Comedy

Tim Key, Andrew Maxwell and Lawrence Booth // Oct 2013
We'll never tire of Alex Horne here at Pod Bible and we'll certainly never
tire of Tim Key either so any chance we get to enjoy the two together
(with added brilliance from additional guests) is simply undeniable. From
the second (and last) series of this very loosely described news podcast,
this episode features Alex and friends singing songs, playing games and
generally have a bloody nice time. Look out for the amazing line up of
guests being embarrassingly out shone by Alex Horne’s children.
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RULE OF THREE

		

Comedy

Cariad Lloyd on Whose Line Is It Anyway // Jul 2018
On Rule Of Three, comedy writers Jason Hazeley and Joel Morris talk to
people who make comedy about something funny that they love. In this
episode Cariad Lloyd (host of Griefcast) gets nostalgic as she discusses
90's classic Whose Line Is It Anyway. With tales of recording every episode
on VHS, Cariad goes deep into the intracacies of improvised comedy and
the different qualities brought to the table by contestants such as Tony
Slattery, Paul Merton and Josie Lawrence.

THE NOD

		

Society & Culture

Josephine and The Amazing Technicolor Rainbow Tribe // Mar 2018
As an ex WWII spy and pet cheetah owner, Josephine Baker was an
eccentric woman whose wikipedia page is as riveting as the best fiction.
Famous for her activism work this episode of The Nod (a podcast that
focuses on the "beautiful and complicated dimensions of black life") tells
the story of Baker's attempts to build a 'racial utopia' by adopting children
from multiple continents. Producer Emanuele Berry looks closely into the
well meant yet ill-conceived experiment in this fascinating episode.

ID10T w/ CHRIS HARDWICK

Comedy / Interview

Tom Hanks // Oct 2012
The ID10T podcast evolved from the Nerdist podcast, wherein comedians
Chris Hardwick, Jonah Ray and Matt Mira sit down with Hollywood's finest
comedians, musicians, actors, producers and nerds with an artistic flair
(hence Nerdist). This chat is with the avuncular Tom Hanks, who tells stories
of his early days in the acting profession, divulges how he was persuaded
to do the podcast through the receiving a typewriter from the hosts and
proves, once again that he is an utter delight.

FOOTBALL RAMBLE

		

Sport

Ramble Meets.... Howard Webb // Nov 2016
As well as their hugely succesful football review and preview shows, the
Football Ramble have been producing consistently excellent 'Ramble
Meets...' episodes for a number of years now. In 2016 Luke sat down with
with ex referee Howard Webb to discuss how his journey from humble
beginnings right through to officiating a Champions League and World
Cup final. A brilliant conversation that enables football fans to learn a huge
amount about one of the most difficult jobs in sport.

// 15

Join London Hughes as she deep
dives into dating - every Monday,
exclusively on Spotify.

spoti.fi/LondonActually
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Spotify
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SPOTIFY //

SOUND UP: MANCHESTER
SPOTIFY IS ON A MISSION TO SHOWCASE NEW
PODCASTING VOICES AND THIS YEAR ALL ROADS
LEAD TO MANCHESTER.

It’s never been easier to start your own
podcast, but is there enough diversity in
the voices we’re hearing?
Last month Spotify decamped to Manchester
to host the second edition of Sound Up - a
week long workshop helping amplify the
voices of women of colour by offering them
the chance to develop their own podcasts.
Out of hundreds of applications, ten
participants spent a week with leading
industry experts learning the ins-and-outs of
the podcast game.
Starting two years ago in the US, Sound Up
has already had some notable successes.
The first winners - Tita and Zackyia - launched
Dope Labs, an intoxicating mix of science
chatter, pop culture and tea drinking, back
in February. Meanwhile, last year’s inaugural
UK winner Sangeeta Pillai launched her debut

podcast Masala in October. "Winning Spotify
Sound Up in the UK has allowed me to tackle
taboos that we face as South Asian women in
the UK” Pillai effuses “while also creating an
invaluable sense of community.”
So what can we expect this from year’s
winners? "The UK is leading the way in the
world of podcasts and we’re honoured to
bring the programme to Manchester” says
Spotify’s James Cator. As you read this judges
will still be deliberating over who to award
the £10,000 prize fund too, but the hope is
that by going beyond the M25, Spotify can
unearth some unheard voices with a distinctly
northern twang. As we wait to find out, let’s
leave the last word to last year’s winner
Sangeeta Pillai. “A year ago, I was on Google
asking 'what's a podcast?' Thanks to Sound
Up I’ve come a long way baby.”
// 17

EVERY PODCAST IN POD BIBLE HAS A SCANNABLE CODE SO
YOU CAN EASILY OPEN AND LISTEN WITHIN THE SPOTIFY APP
OPEN A SEARCH THEN CLICK ON THE CAMERA ICON TO USE
THE IN-APP SCANNER
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GoodSamaritan
THE GOOD SAMARITAN //

PODCASTS
WITH A SOCIAL
CONSCIENCE
JASON REED FROM LEAP UK & THE STOP AND
SEARCH PODCAST RECOMMENDS A PODCAST FROM
THE CHARITY AND CAUSES SECTOR
Mental health is an issue that we’re all
beginning to talk more about, but what exactly
gave journalists Yvette Caster and Ellen Scott
the seeds of inspiration to start their Metro
podcast Mentally Yours?
Yvette: Both Ellen and I have long
term mental health issues, we
know how isolating it can feel.
We’ve both written about mental
health and this felt like the next
step. We’ve covered everything
from schizophrenia to anxiety and
borderline personality, and we’ve
had celebrity guests including
Ruby Wax, Audley Harrison, Kelly
Holmes and Rose McGowan.
Ellen: Back in 2017, when we
started the show, I was in the middle of a
personal series about my own mental health
journey, called Getting Better, and the response
was incredible. I was getting messages every
day from people thanking me for speaking up
and saying that as a result of my articles they
had gone to the doctor and finally asked for
help, so podcasting felt like the perfect medium
because it’s intimate. You can hear people
telling their stories in their words.
COLLECTING MEMORIES ALONG THE
WAY, THE PODCAST HAS ALSO TAKEN
TO THE STAGE:

20 //

Y: I’ll never forget our first Mentally Yours
Live - a panel event in which top speakers
Natasha Devon, Matthew Todd, Carl Anka
and Dr Pragya Agarwal discussed mental
health and work. We had a great turnout and
it was brilliant to meet listeners in person. One
listener in particular said it had
really helped her when she was
off work, which meant a lot.
E: My favourite episodes are
always the ones where we talk to
someone with a radically different
experience to our own. Talking
about mental illness when you
yourself are struggling can bring
up a lot of emotional stuff and it
can be draining. I’ve recorded
some episodes then gone home
and cried because it resonated too much.
I’ve had to learn how to decompress after
each episode and be aware that listening is
emotionally challenging.
AS EVER WITH PODCASTS, THERE CAN
OFTEN BE GUESTS AND TOPICS THAT
THE HOSTS WOULD LOVE TO GET
STUCK INTO, SO WHAT MIGHT THEY BE
FOR MENTALLY YOURS?

Y: I’d love to have Mariah Carey on. She has
bipolar disorder and it would be interesting to
hear how she’s managed it throughout her life
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and career. I’m a huge fan too, so I’d just like
an excuse to talk to her to be honest.
E: I would love to cover psychopathy. It’s
another area that I have preconceptions
about that I would love to have challenged,
and ‘psychopath’ is such a strong label that
it would be so powerful to have someone
come on, say they identify with that label, and
explain what it means to me.

and funding side of things to get their
perspective on why on earth mental health
care still isn’t being properly funded. We’ve
had a mental health nurse, and someone
who set up a ‘poetry pharmacy’ to prescribe
poems to people struggling - I like what we’re
doing at the moment, which is coming at
mental illness from different angles.

AND WHAT MAY THE FUTURE HOLD
FOR THE PODCAST?

With a mix of live panel
discussions, celebrity guests,
policy experts and general
inquisitiveness, THE STOP AND
SEARCH PODCAST discusses
drugs, addiction, mental health
and the media. Availble on Spotify,
Acast and all other platforms.

Y: As well as more great guests and interesting
topics I’d love to host more live events and to
also do some episodes out on location too.
There’s a lot of great projects going on and it
would be good to go to them if we can.
E: I’d like to chat to someone in the government

ukleap.org // @JasonTron

// 21

The making of
a media mogul
David Dimbleby explores
the power and influence
of Rupert Murdoch
Listen free with
your 30-day trial
audible.co.uk/sunking
£7.99/ 30 days. Renews automatically.

Scriptures
THE SCRIPTURES //

PODCASTS WITH BACK
CATALOGUES THAT ARE
ALL KILLER, NO FILLER
SOME PODS YOU DIP IN AND OUT OF, OTHERS
YOU LISTEN TO RELIGIOUSLY. HERE’S OUR
SELECTION OF PODCASTS THAT ARE WELL
WORTH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.
SERIAL		

True Crime

Issue #006 and we're only just recommending Serial? A true gamechanger
when it came to awareness of podcasts, the first season revolved around
Adnan Syed, a Baltimore student convicted of murdering his ex girlfriend
in 1999. Since it's release in 2014, season one's episodes have been
downloaded over 68 million times. A truely groundbreaking podcast.

FOREST 404

Sci Fi / Fiction

Set in the 24th Century in a world where forests have been erased from
history, Forest 404 is an immersive sci-fi thriller with spectacular production
values and an innovative structure. Each episode is accompanied by a talk
explaining the facts behind the fiction and a soundscape showcasing the
original soundtrack by Bonobo. Groundbreaking stuff.

DECOMPOSED

Music

Equally as accessable for lovers of classical music as to those wanting an
introduction, Decomposed takes a look at the creative and personal lives
of composers while also analysing their work. From heavyweights such
as Beethoven to smaller names worthy of the spotlight, host and classical
pianist Jade Simmons engages the listener from the off.
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YOU'RE DEAD TO ME

History

Billed as 'a history podcast for those that don't like history... and those
that do', host Greg Jenner gives guests from the worlds of comedy and
history the chance to learn and laugh about subjects from Stonehenge to
the history of football. Jenner's infectious positivity and the engaging way
each subject is presented make this a perfect podcast for all the family.

BLACK MEN CAN'T JUMP [IN HOLLYWOOD]

Film

A podcast that reviews films with leading actors of colour and analyses
them in the context of race, Black Men Can't Jump [In Hollywood]
highlights Hollywood's diversity issues in a fascinating, thoughtful and
funny way. With over four years of episodes in the back catalogue, no
genre is overlooked. Is it time ro reconsider some of your favourites?

THE INQUIRY

News & Politics

Keeping up with the news is a full time job these days, let alone being able
to process and understand it. Luckily The Inquiry offers welcome relief.
Focusing on just one news story a week, the podcast starts with the need to
know basics before examining the subject in more detail so no matter what
your current understanding is, you'll always come away feeling more clued up.

RU PAUL - WHAT'S THE TEE?

Lifestyle / Pop Culture

RuPaul's Drag Race is a cultural phenomenon with the recent UK version
coupled with Michelle Visage's appearance on Strictly Come Dancing only
boosting it's popularity. On What's The Tee? Ru and Michelle showcase
their incredible chemistry while providing behind the scenes thoughts as
well as interviews with A-list guests and ex contestents. Shantay, you'll stay.

TED TALKS DAILY

Arts / Education

TED talks have been helping to spread ideas around the world for over 20
years. Videos of the talks often go viral as experts from a range of fields
present in front of audiences on subjects ranging from artifical intelligence
to zoology. The TED Talks Daily podcast releases a talk every weekday in
audio format so that every day can be a school day.

THE DROPOUT

Documentary

A six part podcast that documents the life of Elizabeth Holmes, the
former tech industry billionaire who dreamt of becoming the 'Steve Jobs
of medicine' but now faces up to 20 years in prison for fraud. A story that
is soon to be made into a TV documentary and feature film, The Dropout
gives you a chance to get in early on this truly fascinating tale.
// 25

Disciple
PODCAST DISCIPLE //

DR SUZI GAGE
IN EACH ISSUE WE ASK A PODCAST DISCIPLE
FIVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR LOVE OF
PODCASTS AND PODCASTING. THIS MONTH
WE’RE JOINED BY DR SUZI GAGE FROM SAY
WHY TO DRUGS.
PB: WHY DO YOU LOVE PODCASTS?
SG: My work means a lot of travelling to
conferences or to give guest lectures, so I
spend a LOT of time on trains. Podcasts are
my saviour, making journeys
across country fly by, and
entertaining and educating
me in the process.
WHAT WAS THE FIRST
PODCAST YOU EVER
LISTENED TO?
Oof. I have to dredge back in
my memory for this. I would
think it would either be Adam
and Joe’s radio show podcast,
or Collings & Herrin.
WHICH PODCASTER
MAKES YOU LAUGH THE MOST?
Bob Mortimer. A new episode of Athletico
Mince is always a highlight, and I can’t watch
premier league football in the same way after
Gangs of the EPL. Special shoutout to Richard
26 //

Herring too – his recent RHLSTP episode with
Ed Gamble had me crying with laughter on a
train recently.
WHICH PODCAST HAS
EDUCATED YOU THE
MOST??
I have learnt a lot about crimes
of the past via the amazing
Drunk Women Solving Crime.
Sodajerker is a great podcast
about songwriting. Stop
and Search has informed
me loads about drug policy.
But I think my fave is Rule of
Three – I’ve learnt so much
about the craft of comedy and
storytelling from listening to
comedians picking their favourite comedies
and discussing them with Joel Morris and
Jason Hazeley.
CAN YOU RECOMMEND A
PODCAST OUR READERS MAY
NOT HAVE HEARD OF?
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I really love Why Aren’t You a Doctor Yet. I
wonder if they need a rebrand though as
a couple of them got their PhDs recently –
congratulations Alex and Oz! The podcast
talks about science and tech with experts, with
humour, and with lots of millennial pop culture.
It’s interesting, thoughtful and hilarious –
what’s not to love.
@soozaphone
On Say Why To Drugs, Dr Suzi Gage, a psychologist
interested in understanding associations between
substance use and mental health, tackles one
substance per episode - providing information
about what we know - the harms, but also potential
benefits of these substances. There's no hype,
no spin and no judgement, just information. New
episodes will be out soon and the Say Why To
Drugs book, published by Hodder and Stoughton,
is out in January 2020.

CHECK OUT SUZI'S CURRENT FAVOURITES ON SPOTIFY
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BBC
ALL THINGS BRIGHT & BEAUTIFUL //
AN ADVERTISEMENT FROM

PODCASTS FROM EVERY
CORNER OF PLANET EARTH
IN EACH EDITION, THE TEAM BEHIND
THE BBC EARTH PODCAST BRING YOU
PODCAST EPISODES ABOUT THE PLANET,
IT’S CREATURES AND LANDSCAPES.
"Our planet is made up of seven continents; home to millions
of species and spectacular landscapes. While all the world’s
continents are rich in biodiversity, animals are facing extinction
and irreparable damage to the environment is occurring
on every one. These episodes shine a light on the locations, animals, people
and mysteries that make up the fabric of each unique continent." - RHYANNA
COLEMAN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER OF THE BBC EARTH PODCAST

BBC EARTH PODCAST

ANTARCTICA

S3, E1 // Hitching a lift to the bottom of the world // Oct 2019
Travelling to Antarctica with a film crew, kit and luggage is no mean feat, as Jonny Keeling –
Executive Producer of Seven Worlds, One Planet – discovered. The crew was filming leopard
seals and since flying was not an option, their only available route was by boat across the
infamous Drake Passage. Calling these seas ‘choppy’ would be an understatement. Jonny
describes the treacherous journey from South America to the southernmost continent.

OUTLOOK

AFRICA

The Struggle of Soweto's Lion King // Oct 2019
A mention of Disney’s Lion King triggers an urge in all of us to burst into song. THE song. You
know the song. That celebratory Zulu cry as the sun rises over Pride Rock. In this episode
we meet the man behind that cry. Lebo M – a producer and composer who began life in the
township of Soweto – shares his rise to fame and the significance of the animation’s story
as apartheid came to an end in South Africa.
28 //
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EVERY LITTLE THING
Grand Theft Water Lily // Oct 2019

We’ve heard of attempted robbery of valuable art and the lengths taken in order to protect
it, but how about a heist involving a rare flower? This is exactly what happened to the water
lily of Kew Royal Botanical Gardens in London. Believe it or not, people have compared this
crime to stealing the Mona Lisa. It’s the smallest water lily in the world and has been given an
‘endangered’ status.

ASIA

BBC EARTH PODCAST

S3, E2 // The rhino that flew 10,000 miles // Nov 2019
This is the heart-warming story of a zoo-keeper in Ohio who built an unbreakable bond with a baby
Sumatran rhino named Harapan. Sumatran rhinos are facing extinction and Harapan was the last
remaining in the western hemisphere. To give the species the best chance of survival in the wild,
Harapan was flown across the world and returned to the home of his ancestors – Sumatra, Indonesia.
This is a story about letting go for the greater good, and we won’t judge you if you shed a tear.

TODAY IN FOCUS

SOUTH AMERICA

A 2,000km journey through the amazon rainforest // Sep 2019
Rondônia and Amazonas are two of the Amazon states worst-affected by fires intended to clear land for
commercial agriculture. In this episode, Anushka speaks to Tom Phillips - The Guardian’s Latin America
correspondent - about the critical state of the rainforest at the hands of a radical vision for the Amazonian
region. There has been an 84% rise in deforestation year on year and with areas the size of football
pitches being burned every few minutes, the situation is seemingly getting considerably worse.

TWENTY THOUSAND HERTZ

NORTH AMERICA

#4 // Mystery Hum // Dec 2016

Presented by Dallas Taylor, this show “reveals the stories behind the world’s most recognizable
and interesting sounds”. And episode four is no exception to the latter. “Mystery Hum” is about
a location on the border between Detroit, MI and Windsor, ON where there is a hum that rattles
dishes, makes people sick and driving locals to relocate. Dallas wants to get to the bottom of
where the hum is coming from, and whether there is a government secret that could be the answer.

BBC EARTH PODCAST

AUSTRALIA

S3, E4 // The music that makes camels cry // Nov 2019
While this episode is packed full of stories from across the world, a favourite is certainly that of the
Daintree Rainforest in Queensland, Australia. It is the oldest forest on Earth and home to enormous
flightless birds with the face and feet of the dinosaurs they descended from. There to film Cassowary
birds, BBC Camera Operators (and charismatic Aussie double-act) Ed Saltou and Dan Hunter
describe their time spent observing and filming these majestic birds for Seven Worlds, One Planet.
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Global
REVELATIONS //
IN ASSOCIATION WITH GLOBAL

RULE BRITANNIA
WITH TOM SWARBRICK
THE PEOPLE BEHIND GLOBAL'S FAVOURITE
PODCASTS REVEAL THEIR CREATIVE SECRETS
PB: WHAT IS YOUR NEW PODCAST RULE
BRITANNIA ALL ABOUT?

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN YOUR
PODCAST AND YOUR RADIO SHOW?

TS: It’s all about Britain and our place in a world
that is changing so rapidly and fundamentally.
It’s a place to show how everyday moments in
our lives, that we perhaps don’t think too much
about, are actually a small part of a massive
geopolitical battle and to find out what it’s like
to be in the room where critical decisions about
Britain’s future are taken. I wanted to make a
place to discuss some of the biggest challenges
this country is going to face in the next 10-15
years and how my generation, and my children’s
generation, are going to cope with them. Some
of them are pretty terrifying!

The podcast is deliberately calmer than the
show! I wanted to make sure we could take our
time in the discussions we have with people.
Rule Britannia also makes time for things that
are happening around the world that don’t
make it onto other outlets. This is where you can
find out what’s really going on in the world.

WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO MAKE A
PODCAST AND WHAT DO YOU WANT
LISTENERS TO TAKE AWAY FROM THE
PODCAST?

There is currently no mainstream discussion of
Britain’s place in the world despite this country
taking a decision which, at its heart, is all about
that. Having worked in Downing Street for a
time too, I very quickly came into contact with
a whole array of massive issues that, were we
not dominated by Brexit, would have received
much greater public attention. This is a podcast
for everything else going on around the world
where Britain is involved.
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WHAT ARE YOUR FAVOURITE PODCASTS?

I loved The Missing Cryptoqueen which had some
great story-telling that mixed with discovering
more about cryptocurrency. I like the informality
and intrigue in Pod Save the World too. I’ve been
a Radiolab listener for a very long time now and
love the use of sound. I’ve just discovered Hidden
Brain which again is fascinating.
WHO IS YOUR DREAM PODCAST GUEST?

Henry Kissinger. Don’t @ me.
WHICH ONE PODCAST EPISODE (NOT
OF YOUR OWN) HAS HAD THE BIGGEST
IMPACT ON YOU?

There is an episode of Radiolab called Neither
Confirm Nor Deny which is about an event that
happened that is so completely insane that it
would be rejected as a work of fiction. It’s nuts.
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RULE BRITANNIA IS AVAILABLE NOW ON GLOBAL
PLAYER OR WHEREVER YOU LISTEN TO PODCASTS.
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THE DISTRACTION PIECES NETWORK IS THE HOME OF EVERYTHING
REQUIRED TO MEET YOUR WEEKLY PODCAST NEEDS.
AVAILABLE ON ACAST, SPOTIFY AND ALL GOOD PODCAST PLATFORMS.

LoveOfPod
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FOR THE LOVE OF POD //

GET CAPE.
WEAR CAPE. FLY.
WHICH PODCASTS DO OUR FAVOURITE CELEBRITIES LISTEN TO? WE ASKED
WRESTLING SUPER FAN SAM DUCKWORTH (AKA GET CAPE. WEAR CAPE.
FLY) FOR THE 5 WRESTLING PODCASTS HE COULDN'T LIVE WITHOUT

1
2

There are hours of gold in the archives. Each week stands alone as an
'inside the fed,' blow by blow account, of some of wrestlings biggest
moments with Vinny Macs right hand man, Bruce Pritchard. The original
show from Conrad “Starrcast” Thompson. Essential for any long term fan.

BUSTED OPEN

Arguably the best produced show on the air at the moment, Dave La
Greca, Bubba Ray Dudley, Mark Henry and Tommy Dreamer, break
down all the big stories from the wrestling world. Big name guests, a
little bit of inside and a lot of fun, this manages to tread the fine line
between kayfabe and news perfectly.

3
4

SOMETHING TO WRESTLE WITH

POST WRESTLING

Previously with TSNs “The Law” this is a Canadian based review
podcast, perfect if you miss a show or are quickly requiring a post show
analysis fix. Fun and objective and covering all feds. A 'mates in a room'
style podcast, with 2 incredibly experienced combat sport journalists.

TUESDAY NIGHT JAW

In the newly capable hands of Matt Richards, this Jim Smallman
(PROGRESS) launched podcast has some great interviews in the
archives with a UK focus. Currently covering Daniel Bryans time in ROH
and back on the weekly rotation, TNJ is one of first and the best about.

5

83 WEEKS w/ ERIC BISCHOFF

Another Conrad Thompson special, this is a fascinating listen as
a huge WCW mark. Great in partnership with the WWE network
and often with a pinch of salt, Conrad and Eric go deep into the
mechanics of some of WCWs best and worst moments.
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Prophets
PODCAST PROPHETS //

LOUIS THEROUX
CELEBRATING PODCASTERS IS A COMMON
OCCURRENCE, BUT IN THIS MODERN WORLD
BEING A SOLID, GRADE-A GUEST IS SOMETHING
THAT NEEDS CELEBRATING. OUR PODCAST
PROPHET FOR ISSUE #006 IS
LOUIS THEROUX.
As someone who has been producing
documentaries for over 20 years, Louis Theroux
has a signature style that is often lauded.
Prefering to sit back and let the action unfold,
Louis attempts to be as impartial as possible
while often coming across as falsely naive. It's an
approach that aims to put the focus solely on his
subjects and one that has clearly worked for him
given the longevity of his career.
Lucky for us then that when it
comes to guesting on a podcast
Louis is far more outgoing
and open to turning the
spotlight onto himself and
his fascinating life. Here are
five of our favourite podcast
episodes featuring the man
himself...
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THE ADAM BUXTON PODCAST

EP.29 // Louis Theroux// Sep 2016
This may be our most recommended episode of any podcast in Pod
Bible but you’re damn right we're going to start by recommending it
again. In this piece of podcast gold Louis and Adam get a little squiffy on
energy drinks and the results are a thing of beauty. Their duet towards
the end is arguably one of the greatest moments in podcasting.

DESERT ISLAND DISCS

Louis Theroux // May 2019
In stark contrast to the silliness of his many visits to The Adam Buxton
Podcast, Louis is far more reflective as he is lead beautifully through the
soundtrack to his life by Lauren Laverne. The episode is topped off by
a wonderful clip of Louis' Dad, writer Paul Theroux, guesting on Desert
Island Discs back in 1976.

THE JOE ROGAN EXPERIENCE

#463 // Louis Theroux// Mar 2014
Way back in 2014 Louis ventured on to a burgeoning podcast called The
Joe Rogan Experience. Back before it became one of the biggest shows
in the world, Louis wasn’t quite sure what to expect. As the conversation
unfolds however, Joes enthusiasm for open discussion sees Louis grow
more relaxed and, indeed, prompts multiple visits in the years to come.

HIP HOP SAVED MY LIFE

Series 2 - Episode 6 // Louis Theroux// Sep 2019
If you’ve heard snippets of Louis mentioning his early love of hip hop its
fairly easy to predict, from age alone, his love for a Tribe Called Quest &
Big Daddy Kane. Well... what wasn’t so easy to call was his love of Post
Malone & Takeshi 69 or his tales of getting Fat Joe to do a freestyle about
gun safety and hanging with Lil Wayne at a Cash Money video shoot.

DISTRACTION PIECES

#289 // Louis Theroux// Sep 2019
A wonderful conversation with Scroobius Pip that acts as the perfect
companion to the episodes recommended above. Not only do they touch
on Louis's appearances on Joe Rogan and Adam Buxton's podcasts they
also discuss his 'curiosity before judgement' approach to documentary
making, the infamous Jimmy Saville doc and so much more.
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PRESENTS
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TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

The
Person
First
Podcast
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Series 1 & 2 available now

we are years of events,
feelings & hopes.
we put The Person First
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Instruments
INSTRUMENTS OF THE LORD //

WANT TO START
A PODCAST?
BEATMAKER, DJ AND PODCAST PRODUCTION
EXTRAORDINAIRE BUDDY PEACE IS BACK WITH THE
SIXTH INSTALLMENT OF HIS PRODUCTION ADVICE
COLUMN. THIS TIME ROUND HE'S DISCUSSING WHAT
HE'S LEARNED FROM CREATING HIS OWN SHOW.
I first boarded Marc Maron’s ‘WTF’ podcast at
episode 60. It’s now on episode 1070. Stop
Podcasting Yourself? Started at episode 140.
Now they’re on 610. God bless you if you’re
a Keith & The Girl fan, who are gearing up to
3200 episodes at the time of writing. What
got me started in thinking about this was the
idea of how much experience you would have
after hosting 500+ episodes. Even 100. Even
50. How would your mind change and adapt
to podcasting over that amount of time? What
little codes and rules would you pick up, or
even OCD triggers?
I’ve produced / mixed / edited hundreds of
podcasts so far, but my own podcast (Buddy’s
Buddies) is at a humble 7 episodes. Seven.
Still – I’ve picked up a ton since it started and
it’s humbling how listening to and producing
podcasts in general doesn’t make you an
expert by proxy by any means. The learning
phase is truly intriguing to me, as it’s all onthe-job and in real time, and you can uncover
some fascinating aspects of yourself.
So what have I learned in my so far mini stint
behind the mic?
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1. BE NEAR WATER
This is a given in everyday life but especially
on podcasts. Stickymouth on podcasts gives
me chills, but I realise how easy it can happen
now – so have water on hand and try to aim
the swallow off mic too!
2. PREPARE
It feels weird to prepare for what one hopes
to be a natural, free-flowing conversation,
but some research, thoughts on paper and
contemplation can go far. Make scrappy
notes beforehand, refine those notes into
a decent notebook and spend a little time
with that. You won’t always need them –
they’re not a script, but it’s nice to have a
core to return to if tangents happen without
breadcrumb trails back to the origin point.
3. GEAR CHECK
Batteries? Cables? Mics? Recorder? Obvious?
Yes! Did I forget mics one time? You know it!
Luckily it was in a venue so they had ample
backups. But still… Check your memory
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Illustration: Buddy Peace

cards, power solutions, all paraphernalia
before you leave. Make a list if you must. Or
have it all in a ready-to-leave bag. So easy to
neglect this one.
4. BACKUP YOUR BACKUPS
Backup the recording either immediately
afterwards or at least not long after. Make
sure the thing actually recorded too (file
sizes can be a giveaway of course), and
keep backups in two places. Even when
it’s published, it’s good to keep hold of the
masters. I am a digital hoarder though so do
you I guess!
5. LISTEN
I could give you so many more bulletpoints
and such but this is the big boss at the end
of the level. Listening to who’s guesting
or co-hosting on the podcast is so crucial.
Another obvious one, but without listening,
those nuggets that can lead to the real
good stuff get missed. I’ve heard podcasts
turn into straight up Q&A’s with no further
investigation when it’s clear the host’s mind

is on something else. It’s a skill - I haven’t
mastered it but I understand how important
it is, and I’m trying to sharpening it with every
recording.
A mere five out of an unending book of
lessons and factors to keep in mind. As
said, I’m not even on double figures with
my podcast, but learning has been humbling
and given me a newfound respect of the
medium. Let’s see how I feel after 3000 more
episodes eh?
www.buddypeace.com // @Buddy_Peace
To read Buddy's previous columns head to
podbiblemag.com and check out the back catalogue!
Enjoy Buddy's column? Why
not check out his podcast?
BUDDY'S BUDDIES is
a weekly snapshot of
creative, inspirational and
unique characters carving
out their own fascinating
paths in their lives.
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Focus
LET THERE BE LIGHT(HEARTEDNESS) //

FOCUS: COMEDY
PODCASTS
A FEW YEARS AGO, IF YOU SAW SOMEONE CHUCKLING TO
THEMSELVES ON PUBLIC TRANSPORT, YOU'D WONDER IF THEY
WERE OK. NOWADAYS THEY'RE PROBABLY JUST LISTENING TO
A COMEDY PODCAST. HERE'S THREE OF OUR FAVOURITES...
ELIS JAMES + JOHN ROBINS

Podcast fan favourites, Elis and John have made the jump from their
Radio X show onto the Beeb! They have even dislodged podcast royalty
Kermode and Mayo into a later radio slot just to really shake things up and
appeal to their new, youthful audience. Producer Dave joins the "youngest
men in radio" once more to mediate in the pair's discussions, quizzes and
bickering. John particularly enjoyed their summertime transfer, as can be
heard in the early shows, during which, he professes his enduring love for
Test Match special, a fellow 5 Live podcast about cricket.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: Episode #3
The chaps cement their youthful kudos by quizzing each other on the UK's
finest motorways. #content

REGULAR FEATURES

How you livin' girl? The Regular Features podcast brings together Steve,
Log, Matt, Joe and Gav - five men in an endless search for a feature worth
repeating. The features themselves take the form of choose-your-own
adventure style scripts, songs, sketches or just stories of Gav winding up
strangers and bothering magicians. Whether it's learning more about Krangle,
the Christmas elf or convincing MPs of the dangers between constructing
wind farms and horses' natural inclination to investigate their dangerously
fast blades, Regular Features will have you chuckling from start to finish.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: Episode 145: Big Bird's Volcano of Sadness
Steve reads a harrowing story from the man who played Big Bird and Gav
gets angry on a plane.
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THE HORNE SECTION PODCAST

Something a touch more family friendly now, The Horne Section Podcast
features (little) Alex Horne and his fantastic band introducing a guest to
various songs and games, including the incredible Rolls-Royce, in which
the prize is a car. The band really showcase their musicianship, often
taking cues and suggestions for a mood/genre and striking up without
pause- which is a genuine pleasure to listen to. Combine that with their
humour and wit and the show is a joy, a really uplifting podcast. It also
allows guests to demonstrate their capability with instruments, including
recent guest Al Murray on the drums and Greg Davies on vocals and guitar.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: Greg Davies
The song about two grandmothers is so catchy, you'll still be humming it
in the weeks to follow.
PODCASTS LISTENED TO AND WORDS WRITTEN BY JOE DUCARREAUX // @JDUKE93

END OF YEAR
AWARDS 2019
EXCLUSIVELY VOTED FOR
BY PODCAST LISTENERS
KEEP AN EYE ON OUR SOCIALS FOR MORE
INFO AND BE SURE TO GRAB A COPY OF
OUR NEXT ISSSUE FOR THE RESULTS!

@podbible
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OhMyPod
OH. MY. POD. //

INDEPENDENT
PODCASTS
IN AN EFFORT TO CHAMPION THE LITTLE GUY, WE ASKED
AMATEUR OR INDEPENDENT PODCASTS TO GET IN TOUCH
WITH A ONE OR TWO SENTENCE DESCRIPTION OF THEIR
SHOW. HERE ARE SOME OF OUR FAVOURITES...
THE MOVIE BUNKER
@movie_bunker
A podcast dedicated to reviewing critically panned movies with special
guests from film journalism defending the honour of their favourite flops.

I NEVER TOLD YOU WHAT I DO FOR A LIVING @TheLadyJSays
"So what did you want to be when you grew up?" This weekly work podcast
features interviews with guests of various careers diving into their thoughts on all
things related to jobs; from gig culture and education to side hustles and burnout.
CHALLENGING BEHAVIOURS
@ChallengingPod
A podcast that aims to challenge the behaviours of society towards disabilities
of all kinds, with in-house discussions and guest interviews including RJ Mitte,
Rosie Jones, Baroness Tanni Grey-Thompson, Frank Turner and more!
PHILIPPA'S QUICK BOOK REVIEW
@quickbookrevie3
A chatty and informal book review podcast, looking at all the latest books
and audio books. Phillipa produces a podcast every 3 days covering lots of
different books, with her thoughts and recommendations.

FIRST TIME TRIERS
@firsttimetriers
Listen as 30-something’s Neil and Jon catch up on things they’ve never
experienced by trying them for the first time. From Hot Yoga and Veganism
to Tarot Readings and Chocolate.
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CHEAP SHOW
@TheCheapShowPod
A comedy podcast about charity shops, bargain bins, Poundlands and
all the treasures they contain! A mucky podcast with a heart of gold! 150
episodes strong!

TALKING TRICKS w/ KANE & ABEL
@KaneAbelMagic
A weekly podcast featuring interviews with the best and brightest from
the world of magic, comedy, circus and variety as well as special festival
preview episodes.
OUT OF WORK PODCAST
@Oowpodcast
Two laid off millennials share their horror stories of navigating the modern
job market with the help of advice from expert guests.

DRINKIPEDIA
@DrinkipediaPod
Someone has a week to learn two topics before they get drunk and teach
them to the rest of the class! Drunk History meets Stuff You Should Know.

SMASHED PRAWNS IN A MILKY BASKET
@ItsSophieDavies
A podcast about the work of Julia Davis, the queen of dark comedy. In each
episode we discuss a different show created by Julia Davis, from Nighty
Night and Hunderby to Sally4Ever and Dear Joan and Jericha.

WICKHAM COMMON READING PODCAST @BenjaminSlack23
The Wickham Common Reading Podcast is a podcast for children, by
children. Pupils discuss their love of books, around a theme with the
occasional author popping by to join in the fun!
A HANGOVER YOU DON'T DESERVE
@AHYDDpod
Two best friends wake up hungover, start drinking and hit record. We're
looking for hangover cures but too busy arguing over nothing.

GOT A PODCAST YOU'D LOVE TO SEE FEATURED IN ISSUE #007?
SEND US A ONE OR TWO SENTENCE DESCRIPTION ON TWITTER!
#OHMYPOD // @PODBIBLE
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THANKS FOR READING!
POD BIBLE WILL BE BACK WITH
ISSUE #007 IN FEBRUARY

@podbible
COVER ILLUSTRATION BY DAN EVANS
@DAN_DRAWS / IDRAWFORFOOD.CO.UK
WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO ACAST, SPOTIFY, ROMESH RANGANATHAN,
DR SUZI GAGE, SAM DUCKWORTH, JASON REED, BUDDY PEACE,
JOE DUCARREAUX & HANNAH RICHARDSON
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